Learning Bank Development Roadmap

1. **Rationale**
   - Deep understanding as to why we need a Learning Bank
   - Imaginal Leaders Transformation Workshop
   - Team 1 - Curriculum Leaders

2. **Curriculum Map**
   - Selecting Curricula and Inputting of required curriculum - (as it is written) into Geenius LTS
   - Team 1 - Curriculum Leaders

3. **Framework Design Build**
   - Re-Wording/Translating the required curriculum into Unit / Topic and Subtopic level into Geenius LTS in age appropriate wording
   - Mapping Sub-Topic to Curriculum Map
   - Team 1 - Curriculum Leaders

4. **Essential Learning**
   - Subject experts developing Essential Learning Statements with the Geenius LTS
   - “I Can”
   - Team 2 - Teachers

5. **Review & Acceptance + PILOT**
   - Reviewing of Learning Bank Pilot
   - Feedback Revision Acceptance
   - Authorizing Use
   - Team 1 - Curriculum Leaders
   - Team 2 - Teachers

6. **Launch**
   - Teachers using the Learning Bank to create Learning Maps for classroom use across the District
   - Learning Adventure Training
   - Teams 1+2=Mentors School Wide District Wide

7. **Learning Adventure**
   - Learning Adventure Training
   - Team 1 - Curriculum Leaders
   - Team 2 - Teachers